this assumes that if there is a finite lower terminal, thenf'(x) vanishes there. Then (6) becomes S F(a + sh + c8h) z fr +fs(cs-i) + Jh2f'(a + sh) (cs24i (7) r= -oo According to (7) a more refined continuity correction satisfies (c -1)f(a + sh) + ylhf'(a + sh) (c52-1) = 0 (8) Now iff(x) is the normal probability density function of mean ,u and st f'(x)/f(x) =-(x-#)/02 so that (8) becomes (a +sh-,a)h CS=+,1 + s )h(2 _ 1 9 c ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (9) Because in most applications I (a + sh -,a)!loI is les likely that the refinement will change c0 appreciably or materially affect the approximation. Note that (9) implies that c, < 1 according as a + sh ' ,X. A similar more general conclusion follows directly from (8).
The whole of the above discussion assumes that the approximating continuous ordinate agrees exactly with the discrete ordinate at the points at which the latter is defined. In practice we usually have to approximate to the sum (3) by the integral of a function g(x), where gr = hg(a + rh) is only an approximation to fr = hf(a + rh). A proper discussion then requires examination of the closeness of the approximation of g(x) tof(x), as well as that of ( 1) to (3); this may be possible explicitly in special cases such as the normal approximation to the binomial (Feller, 1968, p. 182 ).
In the absence of such detailed information, it is natural to consider whether the continuity correction can be interpreted in some average sense. Let c0 = c, independent of s, and take only the leading terms in the expansion (6) for G(a + sh + ch). Then the error in the calculation of (3) (12) and (13) im by a continuous distribution with the same mean, th zero. If other functions, for example, higher powers o two distributions, additional constraints on the e8's are achieved by the choice of c = Of course these crude average properties are no substitute for detailed investigation of particular cases. 
